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PREFACE 

Research, if it is to be of any value 1 must be directed toward the 

solution of a pronlem. Perhaps the problem will never be complete]J" 

solved, but through the effort expended, further· insight into the problem 

should be gained. Not only' will we become more familiar with the par

ticular problem at hand, but we shall also have put ourselves in a 

position to become acquainted with research techniques and the scientific 

method in general. Thus, research .will sc:rve two purposes: To acquaint 

us wi t.l-t our problem and to introduce us to the exact and meticulous 

methods of science. 

The acknowledgements expressed below are directed primarily towards 

those persons who, although overburdened with problems of their own, gave 

generous and wise counsel to t.:-he writer. 

To Mr. Harry K. Brobst, I am deeply indebted for the many hours he 

spent in constructive criticism and in guiding this research project to 

its conclusions • 

To Dr. S. L. Reed, who introduced me into the field of Psychology 

and aided immaterially by implanting an objective approach, I owe a 

great debt. 

To Dr. Melvin G. Rigg, whose philosophical approach to psychological 

problems instilled in me~ critical attitude, I also awe a great debt. 

I wish t,o thank the eighty veterans whose cooperation made this 

stud;.y possible. 



I also vdsh to express rcy gratitude to my fellow students whose 

able SllgGestions and criticism aided immensely in completing this 

study. 

My greatest a.ckncmledgenent, for suggestions, :for long hours spent 

in reading and correcting the manuscript, and for painstaking labor 

given in typinc- is to rri'J' wife. 
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CHlPTrn I 

Part One 

PHOJl..E.'M 

The prime purpose of r.i.odern scientific inquiry and research is to 

take the problems of our present society and to study each integral 

part in order to find a solution, so that the man of tomorrow may have 

a better world in which to live. 

In an effort to give these problems his utmost, the social scientist 

must insure himself against bias and prejudice, he constantly weig-,hs each 

factor objectively and he must make certain that his conclusions are not 

laden with mere opinions. 

With this approach in mind, we shall study the problems of this 

thesis, that is: The Similarities @..nd Differences Between Public Law 16 

and Public Law 346 Veterans at Oklahoma P.gricultural and Mechanical 

College at Stillwater, Oklahoma. 

These differences and almilari ties shall be discussed from an 

adjustive standpoint. It can be seen by mere observ:--,tion that a difference 

exists in the field of health adjustment, but not being content with 

observ2tions and cotmnon sense notions, a more critical analysis shall be 

made to determine if there are other adjustive differences. 

The second problem is in regard to the guidance and counseling 

received ':>y the disabled veteran. We shall inquire into the adequacy of 

guidance given at the Veteran's Administration Guidance Center at Oklahoma 

Agricultural and :Mechanical Gollege and the result::; which such euidance 

has produced. 



CHAPTER I 

Part Two 

GEW...:RAL BACKGROUND OF THE VETI<llAN 

2 

After the cessation of hostilities· of World War II, our young men 

began their return to civilian life. For the most part, there were only 

minor adjustments to be made and the majority of the ex-servicemen soon 

fitted themselves into civilian ways. Many returned to the occupation 

that they had held previous to the war; others who thought that they 

could better themselves, sought new lines of endeavor. Of this group, 

many returned to college or entered for the first time. 

In l~te 19liS and early 1946, these ex-servicemen descended upon 

universities and colle;es by the thousands. Ma11y colleges were filled 

to the limit ov ernir;h t, but still the men came. To cope with the 

situation, all sorts of emergency plans were instituted; temporary 

buildings, lunch hour and evening classes were establ:!.shed. f. t Oklaho111a 

Agricultural and Mechanical College, a housing project was constructed, 

the largest of its kind, to accommodate these returning servicemen and 

their f'amilit}S. 

After the initial influx at the veteran populetion, college 

administrators began to note that there were soma :.Jarked differences 

between veteran and non-veteran stude~ts. The veteran seemed to apply 

himself as if there were a job to be completed, and had little time, if 

any, for usual college "stunts." To prove thnt he was a more diligent 

student, he consistently made higher grades than his younger non-veteran 

brothers. 
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Those acquainted with the problems were quick to point.ait that the 

returned servicemen should make better grades, not because of superior 

intelligence, but because they were older, many had families mid con

sequently were more highly motivated to do better, and perhaps some 

veterans even thought thnt through education they might better the 

troubled world by bettering themselves. 

The greatest majority of these men entered the service shortl1' after 

their eighteenth birthday. They remained in the service on the average, 

about three years. Although the present study did not inquire into this 

matter directly, such information as the above has been gleaned from 

informal discussion about Veteran's Village and on the campus at Okla

homa Agricultural and Mechanical College. Each brflnch of the vr.xious 

services are well represented and every theater of action also has its 

representative. The above assumption, that the men entered service when 

they were about eightee,n years of age, is borne out by the fact that the 

average age of each man is twenty-five years at the present time. 

Many of these veterans reside in Veteran's Village, which is located 

one quarter of a mile from the main college campus. Three types of 

housing units are available for the married veteran. Standard trailers 

and expnnsibles are rented to the veterans without children. 'nle married 

veteran with children has his choice between furnished or unfurnished 

single and double huunents, and also apartments with two or three bed-

rooms. 

When the.units were first opened for residence, they contained h~ 

more than the bare essentials such as gas, water, and electricity. Later 

the college supplied each unit with meag·er furniture, but it was up to 
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each lndividual veteran to turn his hutment; trailer or apartrient into 

livable quat<1rs. He laid linoleum, applied wal.lpaper, painted woodwork 

and <lid cver,rthin!!, ;->0ssible to chanr;e these converted army butments into 

cheerful ho: 1lcs. Here ,m have in addition to hie academic training, a 

course in hcrrr to caro for himself and his family. A task, which prior 

to this tin:e, had not. been presented to the returned veteran. 

The only source of income the veteran receives, unless he takes an 

odd job or receives 1:1.oney from his parents., is in the form of a monthly 

allotment from the Veteran's Administration. I!.arried men are entitled to 

one hundred and five dollars per month. Should the veteran have one or 

nore: chilc'.ren, he is entitled to an additional fifteen dollars per month. 

To clai.rn his allotment, the veteran must be enrolled in college and carry 

a t'dnir:nun load of twelve credit hours. 

'l'htl! Voti::ran 1 s Administration also allots to each veteran five 

hundred dollars to cover tuition., fen, and other necessary supplies such 

as books., note books, paper, etc. Therefore., the only expenses the men 

must meet are those incurred by themselves. This is not intended to imply 

that there are few expenses., for more than half of the veterans have 

children and in this present day inflation period it is necessary for the 

average veteran to have his wife 'M:>rk or seek an odd job himself., and the 

latter is ;Jrecisely what hap,ens in the ma.jority of cases. 

These mon, of course, are all married. llow the question is., how are 

their f ar,,ilies com?Qsed as regard to children? Table I depicts this 

distribution. 

From this table it l.lecomes clear that seventy percent of these 

veterans have children. Considered from an economic standpoint, this ia 

quite a drain on the limited income of the averar,e veteran with a fruuily. 



TABLE I 

f1ISTRI>iJ1:ICJM Or' CHILDREN OF EIGHI'Y V&T8RAR3 

NUEHEk OF CHILDREN 
IN FM,;ILY 

.0 
l 
2 
.3 
4 

Totals 74 

NUMBER Olf VETERANS 
HAV!l¥l CHil.J)REN 

TABLE II 

24 
u 
1.3 
l 
1 

80 

PER CKNT 

.30 
51.) 
16.3 
1.2 
1.2 

100.0 

Dr;'ftI3U'rION OF lUGHTY V~Tt!HANS AS TO SCHOOL Alm CLA3SIFICATION 

sc::ooL Fn,Z:~ID.1?.:N S0PH01l0RE JUNIOR SENIOR GRADUATE PER CEtn 
ENH.OLl.IID 

Agriculture l l 3 10 18.8 
Arts & Science l 2 s 7 4 23.7 
Commerce 1. 2 13 l 21 • .3 
Education l 2 J.7 
Eni~ineering s 8 12 l 32.2 
Totals in 
Per Gent 2.5 11.3 22.5 SJ.7 10.0 100.0 

In February 1949, the Veteran's Adm.lnistration released figures 

for the total veteran population. A breakdovm of those fi.gures show 

that 12 per cent of the total veterans are fresh.men, 25 per cent are 

sophomores, 31 per cent are juniors, 27 per cent are seniors, and S . 
per cent are graduate students. However, of the total veteran population 

in this college less than half live in \Teteran•s Village, but the m.ost 
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important fact is that these veterans seem more likely to complete their 

college education than the total veteran populc'ltion. 



CHPPTER II 

PROCEDURE 

Now th.,it the social scientist has oecome acquainted with the 

background of the subjects, the next step is to find a representative 

sample. 

7 

In an effort to determine a representative sample and to overcome the 

!actor of heterogeniety and transient state of unmarried veterans, the 

married group from Veterans• Village was chosen. Of this group, a total 

of eighty :nan were interviewed, forty under fuhlic Law 346, and forth 

under Public Law 16. To f'urther insure representativeness, the sample 

was chosen at random. As a: double check against any bias that might enter 

into the sample because of ignorance or lack of necessary i.u;fornwtion, 

each one of the eirhty men was interviewed personally by the author during 

the fall and spring of 1948 ~nd 1949. It is realized, that this relatively 

homogenous group can hardly be said to represent the entire veteran popu

la t.ion at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College. However, if a 

larger survey had been made, there would be no constant features except 

that the men would be veterans. In the group chosen, such factors as 

residence, average age, marital status and others served as constants. 

It is felt that this plan was justified because it eliminated a few of 

the innumerable variables that impinge upon this study. 

The second step in the pro-,)lem involvod t.he choice of a test to 

measure, in addition to health adjustment, other aspects of adjustment of 

men enrolled in college. After a careful review of the tests available, 

the Bell !,djustroont Inventory was finally picked. 
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The Adjustment Inventory provides four separate measures of personal 

and social adj1J.Stment. 

1. Home Adjustment. Individuals scoring high tend to be unsatis-
2.djusted to their home surroundings. Low scores indicate 
satisf ncto:ry adjustment. 

2. Health Adjustment. High scores indicate unsatisfb.ctory health 
nd,justment; low scores indicate s,,.tisf.actory adjustment. 

J. Social Ad,justment. Individuals scoring high tend to oe sub
missive and retiring in their social contacts.. Those with 
low scores are aggressive in their social contacts. 

4. Emotional Adjustment. Individuals with high scores tend to oe 
unstable emotionally. Individuals with low scores ;;rove to be 
more stable emotionally.l 

To determine coefficients of reliability, the odd-even items were 

correlated and the Spearman-Brown prophecy forrmla applied. The su·:>Jects 

used here were college freshmen and juniors. The following table reports 

the reliaoility of the four sections of the Inventory and its total score. 2 

TPBLE III 

CO:EFF ICIENTS OF R;~LV3ILITY FOR THE 
ITBLL P D,JUSI1fENT INVENl'ORY ( Na258) 

Home Adjustment 
Heal th Adjustment 
Social ldjustrnent 
Emotional Adjustment 

.89 

.80 

.89 

.93 

The Inventory has been validated in the following ways:3 First, 

~r h i r.ug ,,,:. Bell. Manutl f£!: ~ Adjustment Inventory, Student Form. 
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the 1 tems for each of the sectlons of the Inventory were selected in 

terms of the degree to which they differentiated between the upper end 

lower fifteen percent of the individuals in a distribution of scores. 

Only those items which clearly differentfated between these extreme groups 

are included in the Inventory. Sec.and the results of the V8rious sections 

of the Inventory were checked during interviews with four hundred college 

students over a period of two yeors. 

Tyler used scores of students of Sacramento Junior College in study-

ing reliaoili ty of this test. · He reported that the average of reliaoili cy

coefficients for the four descriptive categories is .81; reliaoility of 

the total adjustment score, about .90. 'l'yler concluded that studies of 

the Inventory made thus far at Sacramento point toward wide usefulness 

of the instrument.4 

In conjunction with the administration of the Bell Inventory, eech 

interviewee was asked eight questions prepared by the writer. These 

questions were constructed to determine the effectiveness of counseling, 

to give indexes o.f maladjustment and to give other information deemed 

necessary for this study". This questionnaire is presented: below: 

1. Do you think counseling has been effective in your case? 

2. Have your ever changed your school of study? 

J. Do you believe that your pm-ticular disability affects your 
grades in any way? 

4. Have you ever dropped out of school before? 

~. T. Tyler. "!<:valuating the :<lell Adjustment Inventory," 
Junior College Journal, VI (April 1936), Pp. 353-357. 
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5. Are you married, if so, how lll[lny children hFve you? 

6. What is the nature and extent of your disability? 

7. Whc?t is your present aee? 

8. k'ihat is your school and classif icat.ion? 
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CHfPTER III 

Of the eight questions referred to in the previous chap·.:.er, num~ers 

one, three, and six, pertr,in only to the disabled veteran. I'he reason 

for this is apparent as all Public Lav, lo students _receiYed counseling, 

or should heve, ;:11d of course, only these men hmr-e any dis11bilit,ies. 

Therefore, we shall begin the topic of results with discussion of these 

. questions. 

On the first question, forty seven and five tenths per cent of the 

disabled veterans answered in the affi.rm,,tive. These men definitely had 

the conviction that they had been aided by the counseling of the Veteran •s 

AdministrPtion. Those that commented usually said something to this 

effect, "Yes, I think counseling has helped me because prior to my entrance 

into college I had no definite ideas as to what field or line of.endeavor 

I wished to pursue.« 

Those who answered negatively on the first question can be divided 

into two distinct classes. First, we have those who were indifferent to 

counseling; they had their plans or study formulated prior to entering 

college and followed their pl,1,.ns. 'fheir usual :snswer was, "No, it didn't 

help much because I knew what I wanted to do before I came here." 

The second class were those who thought that counseling h8d 0een a 

detriment to chem. These men were quite vociferous in t,heir denunciation 

of the Veteran's Administration's Cow1seling program.. A few examples 

of their answer to question number one are given here. ":-10, all of ll\Y 

tests were misinterpreted and I was placed in the wrong school, 11 or, 



"No, they advised me to go into the wrong school," and finally, "No, 

the counselor told me that I was fit to do anything I wanted to do but 

he didn't give me any specific advice on particular schools." 

By comparing the "Yes" and "Non and indifferent answers to the total 

scores on the Bell Adjustment Inventory, we find the following facts to 

be apparent. The mean score for the total Public Law 16 sample was 41.4 

vdth a standard deviation of 22.5. Those veterans who answered in. the 

negative compiled an average score of 52.4, those answering in the 

affirmative compiled 40.8, and those answering indifferently 35.D. It 

should be brought out at this point that adjustment varies· invers~ly with 

the score on the Bell test. As none of these three divisions fpll outside 

of one standard de'liation, nobing of a valid statistical nature can be 

said. However, if the reader will take into consideration the relativ~ly 

smaJ.]. size of the sample, the_n we may state that there is a trend in the 

direction of negativism between the answers on the first question and the 

total Bell score. In other·words, those men who make the poorest adjustment 

scores are generally unsatisfied with their counseling. 

Turning our attention now to question number three, we may ask if 

there is any relationship between the men who answer this question in 

the affirmative or nega0ive and those answering affirmatively or negatively 

to the first question. It will be recalled tha~ q~estion number three 

asks the veteran if he considers his disability to be a handicap as 

concerns his grades. For the group as a whole 40 .o per cent stated 

that their disability did affect their grades and 60.0 per cent 

stated that it had no effect. From Table lv we can see that the div

ision of those who are affected by their disaoility or are not affected 

and the acceptance or rejection of counseling is just about half and half. 

12 



TtuLE IV 

RKL./i.'I'IONSHIP oET'w'EEN TH~ AlfFECT OF DIS/I BILI TY ON GRt.DES 
AND THE EFFECTIVE?-SESS OF COUN3E.LING FOR FORTH VETERAMS 

Reject Counseling 

Accept Counseling 

Per Cent That 
Disabil~ty affects 

22s 

17.5 

Per Cent That 
Dis8bility Does 
Not affect 

30.0 

JO.O 

To answer the originf'..l question., now., we may state that there is no 

significant relationship thnt exists between these two questi"ns. 

The last question which pertains only to Public Law 16 veterans is 

quf,stion number six which asks., "What is the nacure and extent of' your 

13 

dis noili ty?" Table V below shows the types of disability of this veteran 

group. 

TABLE V 

TYPE OF DIS,~BILITI O.F' F'OhTY DISABLED VETERANS 

Type of 
Disability 

Blinded 
Crrdiovascular 
Deafened and Hard o.f Hearing 
Neuropsychi~1tric 
Orthopedic 
Tuberculosis 
Speech Impairments 
Other 

Totals 

Number 

0 
2 
2 
7 

20 
l 
0 
8 

40 

Per Cent 

0 
s 
5 

17.5 
50.0 
2.5 
6 

20.0 
100.0 

The Veteran's Ad.ministr.:ition .awards disability pensions tot.he 

veteran depending on t.he severity of' his injury or defect. Table VI 



portrays the amount of dlsa)ility pension received by the men in this 

study. 

TABLE VI 

DISTRIBUTION OF FORTY VETERA.:JS ON DIS,,BILITY PE;JSIONS 

Percent of Number of men 
Dis1tbility Receiving 
Awarded Disabilit.z 

10 17 
20 5 
30 6 
40 .3 
so 
6o 1 
70 
80 l 
90 4 

100 3 
Totals 40 

-·~--
TABLE VII 

RANGE OF DIS,~3Ii~ITY BY 'ft"PES OF FORTY VETERANS 

Type of 
Disaoility 

Blinded 
Cardiovascular 
Deaf.'e:1cd and TTard of HeP.ring 
Neuropsy-chintric 
Orthopedie 
Tuberculosis 
Speech Impairments 
Others * 

Range of 
Disability 
Jy Per Cent 

0 
40-100 
10-100 
10-JO 
10-100 
10 

0 
10-30 

Per Cent 

42.5 
12..5 
1s.o 
7.5 

2.S 

2.5 
10.0 
7.5 

100.0 

Cases 

0 
2 
2 
7 

20 
l 
0 
8 

* "Others" clas::;:ificntion - Malaria, Stoirmch tr0u'.:le end Sinusitis. 



Tables v, VI, and VII portray the composition of this veteran group 

as to disability and the range in per cent of disability awarded in re

lation to types of disability. 

To examine the data more thoroughly, we shall discuss the tabled 

classifications in light of the first two questions administered by the 

author in his small questionnaire. 

The problem that faces us now is a perplexing one' at best. We have 

covered three separate aspects of the Public Law 16 veteran. Mow the 

question is, in what way are these three aspects related? To state the 

matter more specifically, what is the relationship between the nature 

and amount of disability drawn by the veteran and his answers to the 

first and third questions on the questionnaire? 

Beginning 'Id th the two cardiovascular cases, we note that the first 

man receives hO per cent disability and suffers from a lung injury. He 

answers "no" to the first question and "yes" to the second. The second 

veteran in this classification draws 100 per cent disability and suffers 

from rheumatic fever of the hetrt. He is indifferent to counseling and 

states that his disability does affect his grades. 

In the deafened and hard of hearing classification, the first man 

receives 10 per cent disability and suffers from ear .flmgus or "jungle 

rot", as the veterans named it. He states that counseling was effective 

in his car:::e and t}:a t his disability does not affect his grades. The 

second man also stated that counseling had been effective and that his 

disability did not affect his grades. This veteran receives 100 per cent 

disability and has a -punctured ear drum. 

In the neuropsychiatric classificat~on, there were seven men. Of these 

seven, only two drew more ttan 10 per cent disability, and they both 
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drew 30 per cent. Bot:1 of t.hese men thought that counseling had been 

detrimental to them and that their disability did affect their grades. 

Of the remaining five., one answered as the two above., two answered "no" 

to both questions one and three, one answered "yes" to both question& 

and one answered "yes" to the first and "no" to the second. We can now 

see., that of this group only the last man considered counseling to be of 

help and wasn't of the opinion that his disability affected his grades. 

Of the twenty men in the orthopedic classification., only two men 

thought that counseling hadn't helped them and that their disability 

did affect their grades. One of these men receives 20 per cent disability 

and the other 90 per cent. Seven of the twenty men answer:,d "yes" to 

both the first and third questions. One of the inen receives 20 par 

cent disability., one JO per cent, two 40 per cent., one 80 per cent and 

two yO per cent. Six of the twenty answered "no" to both questions. u£ 

these., two receive 20 per cent disability., one receives JO per cent., one 

ho per cent, one 60 per cent and one 90 per cent. The last six men in 

the orthopedic classification thoU?,ht that they had been aided by 

counseling and that their disability- did not affect their grades. Three 

of these veterans receive 10 per cent disability., one receives JO per 

cent., one 40 per cent and the last man draws 100 per cent. 

In light of the allove discussion, several conclusions are apparent. 

First, that answers to questions one and three are dependent, not upon 

the severity of' the disability., but generally on the particular type of 

disability. However, there are notable exceptions to this conclusion as 

the reader has seen. Second, of the neuropsychiatric cases, only one 

man was aided by counseling and also thought that his disability did not 

affect his grades. This may mean: (1) that these men have not been 
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properly counseled or (2) that they are negativistic toward counseling .. 

This author is inclined toward the former point of view because with the 

proper counseling techniques. a negative attitude could be at least 

partially removed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RE3ULTS OF THE BELL INVENTORY 

Let us now st . .tdy the results obtained from the Bell Adjustment 

Inventory. The first table to be presented will indicate the mean scores 

and standard deviation of these scores for both groups. 

With the aid or correlation tables discussed by M. 
1 

;,&. Blair, the 

writer was able to make a fairly complete statistical analysis of the 

scores from the Bell test. 

Table VIII presents the means and standard deviations_for the entire 

sample of the veterans interviewed in this study. The scores are derived 

from the Bell test. 

TABLE VIII 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF TiiO VETERAN GROUPS 
AS ;.,l!;A.~;uH.ED BY THE BELL ADJU8T'J\;)i.'..'Nf INVENTORY 

Public Lmr 16 (N - 40) - Public Law 346 ( N : 40) 

Mean Standard Mean Standard 
Deviation Deviation 

Home 
Adjustment 8.4 6.8 6.4 5.8 

Health 
Adjustment 12.8 S.6 7.9 3.9 

Social 
Adjustment 11.9 7S 12.4 7.6 

Emotional 
Adjustment 10.9 ,.9 6.8 4.9 

1 
1,:. 1I. Blair, Eletientary Statistics., Pp. 279-281. 



An analysis of Table VIII reveals that these two veteran groups 

differ on all sections of ad,just.ment except social.. How can we account 

tor this fact? First, let us assume that thia measure is relatively 

independent or the other sections. Now, if all these men have been exposed 

to service life for approximately three years and have attended college 

since their discharge., then their social life has been relatively homo-

geneous. It has been said that service lite is a great "leveler." Thia 

ll"Ould seem to bear out the above contention, for after this process of 

ttleveling" in the service these men returned to college where they again 

lived in much the same manner as they had during the service. By this 

we mean that their income., marital status, housing and age are approximately 

the same., and not that they are exposed to the exact regimentation o:f Arfrr3' 

or Navy life. 

The majority of these veteran have not lived with their parents for 

about the last five years. The Inventory asks questions that are relative 

mainly to home life,1tt.h parents. To interpret the Home Adjustment scores, 

we must assume then that a poor home adjustment with parents will renect 

itself in the present life of the veteran. A study by J.s. Iasanin, 

c. Rhode, and E.Wert.heimer bears out the above assumption. These men 

report that two veteran groups of twenty each revealed notable differences 

in the way they described their childhood. Ono group had been treated in 

the clinic prior to discharge and the other group was chosen at random 

from men nboi.tt to receive their discharges. 'I'he clinical group generall.y-

2 showed poor home adjustment. 

~ order that we may compare the two groups, the critical ratio was 

2J. s. Kasanin., c.Rhode, and E. tertheimer. "Observations From A 
Veteran's Clinic On Childhood Factors In Military Adjustment." American 
Journal of Orthopsychiatry., (1946) Pp. 640-6.59. 



calculated for the four adjustment sections. Table VIII shows these 

critical ratio. 

Home Adjustment. 
Heal th Adjustment. 
Social Adjustment 
Emotional Adjustr.1ent 

TABLE II 

CRITICAL RATIO OF ADJiJ'l'I"'J:!1111' 
SCORES FOR no VET(i:HAN GROUPS 

1.39 
h.38 

.29 
2.95 

From Table IX, we can easily see that the first two adjustment 

scores discussed reveal no significant cliff erences between the tlfO 

veteran groups. 

Turning our attention nowto the di£ferences manifested in Health 
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Adjustnent, we note that both tablea VIII and IX reveal large differences. 

Hoftver, these are the only differences that were expected in the be-

ginning. It is only natural that the Public Law 16 veteran should make 

a poorer grade on this section if he answers honestly. As there is no 

reason to assume that the veteran deliberately falsified his answers 

on this section, or an:, other section, we may take these scores as 

representa.ti ve of the group in question. 

That there is a statistically significant difference between the two 

groups in Emotional Adjustment ean be seen from both tables VIII and IX. 

To explain this difference., we must exercise extreme caution in order 

that we .~ arrive a.t the correct answer. In order tla t we m.q determine 

what .factors are associates with emotionality intercorrelat1on of the 

.four sections were calculated. Table X shows these intercorrelations fer 

both groups. 



TABLE I 

INTER~.TION Qli' SCORES OF TUE 
BELL TE<i'r .FOR 'r'WO V'~'J'ERAW GROUPS 

Public J..a.w 16 Public Law 346 
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Coefficients of 
Correlation 

Coefficients of 
Corelation 

Health & Home 
Social &· Home 
Emotional & Home 
Health l· Social 
Health and Emotional 
Social & Emotiona.1 

.. )) 
.07 
.36 

- .18 
.10 
.59 

A brief analysis of this table reveals that there is a significant 

coefficient of correlation between emotional and home adjustments for the 

Public L• 16 group. Because this correlation is higher than any of the 

others, w:>uld lead us to believe that this was the .most significant pre

disposing factor !or this group• a emotional maladjustment. We may also 

note th at all the int.ercorrelationa for the Public Law 16 men• except 

between home and social adJustments, are significant above the five per 

cent level. That these intercorrelatlons are signi.ficant, 11:>uld seem 

to indicate that it is not only the health maladjustment which creates the 

large di.ff'erenees between both groups, but other factors as well. 

For the Public Law J46 group., we at once note the large co1Telation 

between social and emotional adjustment. Students or statistics tell us 

that a high correlation does not necessarily mean that one ftilctor caused 

the other or vice versa. In this light, we may- then state tl::at a good 

emotional adjustment does not cause a good social adjustment., but that 
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the two are merely associated. l'hen if the Veteran has ma ,· these, it, 

is usually accompanied by the other and not caused by it. This explanation 

also applies to the other tlfO high correlations. 

The proceedL,g ha.s been larsely concerned with differences between 

the t-wo veteran ~oups. We ma::, ask now if there are any areas in ,which 

the two groups are similar. Questions two, four, and five of the ques-

tionnaire prepared by the author, lend themselves to comparison. Dy 

application of the chi square test of homogeniety, we r;Jay see if thr-ise 

two groups a.re drawn from a like population. 

On question number two, we asked the veteran if he has ever changed 

his school. Chi square for this comparison wa.s only .042. This number 

does not approach sir,nif'ieance and reveals that these two groups are drawn 

from the same population. 

On question number four, we asked the veteran if he had dropped out 

of school. This comparison yields a chi square of .46, which is likewise 

indicative that these two groups are drawn fron the same :J>opulation. 

On the last question, nu.."'tlber five, we inquire into the number of 

children the veteran has in his family. This chi square, J.08, is also 

too low to warrant any consideration of the two e:ronpe heir~ drawn from 

unlike populations. 

By grouping questions two and four .from the small questionnaire 
-

together, and comparing the affirmative or negative answers of these 

questions with the total scores on the Bell test, a rather meaningful 

index is _obtained. This wa.H done by taking the affirmative and the negative 

answers on either question two or four and comparing these answers to the 

total score of the Bell Test •. It will be recalled that question two of 

the questionnaire asked the veteran if he has,ever dropped from school. 
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If the veteran answered either of these questiqns in the affirmative 

his total Dell score was recorded under the "yes" column and if he 

answered in the negative on both questions, his answer was recorded under 

the "no" colu.r;m. These two colUJP.ns were totaled and the arithmetic means 

computed. 

The Public Law 16 veterans who answered in the affirmative to either 

question had a. mean score of 49.6. Those answering in the negative ha.d a 

mean score of J't .4. The Public Law 346 veteran who answered question two 

or four in the affiru1a ti ve had a mean score of J6.o and those anS"W"ering 

negatively 28.6. Norms compiled by Bell for collage men show the following 

distribution for total scores: from zero to nine is excellent, ten to 

twenty-two is good, twenty-three to forty-one 18 average, forty-two to 

sixty is unsatisfactory and any score over sixty is llllsatisfactory. 

What then can we say about the scores ma.de by these men? 

In the first place, the men who are under Public Law 16 and anSW'Elred 

in the affir11ative to either question two or four, definI.tely fell into 

the unsatisfaotoq classification. It .follo,vs from this th£it those disabled 

veterans who answe~ questions two or four in the af!inative have a fa.etor 

or factors which are indicative of non-adjustive behavior. The relation

ship between the two questions and the total scores on the Bell test is 

clear. 'ffe have isolnted two general factors that should lead us to a . 

more specific £actor which will aid the counselor in dealing with these 

men. 

It has been shown that the total scores taken from the Bell 

Inventory would tend to validate, as indicators of maladjustment# questions 

two and four. The total. score is, of course, composed of the .four items, 



Home Adjustment, Health Adjustment, Social Adjustment, and Emotional 

Adjustment. Is it possible that one of these adjustment sections is most 

indicative of the veteran's failure to have a definite plan for college 

work, and further, to be able to follow through with this plan? 

Using questions two and four again as our index for adjustment or 

maladjustment, let us calculate the averages of all four sections of the 

Bell Test on this basis. This analysis will ald us in determining which 

of the four sections is the most indicative of adjustment or maladjustment. 

Table XI presents these average scores for both veteran groups. 

TABLE XI 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGING SCHOOLS OR DROPPING 
FROM SC:IOOL AND SCORES FROM THE BELL ADJUSTMENT 

INVENTORY FOR TI.VO VETF..Rt,N GROUPS 

Public Law 16 Public Law 346 
"Yes" to either "No" ttYes" to either 

to both 

Home 
Adjustment 9.2 7.2 6.8 

Health 
Adjustment l.4.6 ll.O 9.7 

Social 
Adjustment 13.4 10.6 11.7 

Emotional 
Adjustment 12.2 8.7 7.8 

Total Score 49.6 37.5 36.0 

"No 
to both 

5.4 

6.2 

11.8 

5.2 

28.6 

This table points definitely to the fact that aside from the health 

difference there is a lMrge difference in emotional adjustment. 

l!."ven though the differences on the home and social adjustment sectims, 

a.re l;:;rge, a calculation of the critical ratio of these differences of the 
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mean scores for the disabled veteran answering "yes" to either question 

as contrasted with the able veteran answering "no• to both, reveals no 

significant difference. 

Previously, we discussed the Public Law 16 student who had thought. 

that his particular disabilicy affected his grades. Of these men who 

experienced di!ficul.ty in maintaining grades, a total of ei8h1. had answered 

"yes" to either question two or four. By adding the emotional scores or 

these eight men and finding their average emotional adjustment score, we 

find that they all fall into- the unsatisfactory classification. Any score 

of 14.0 yields an unsatisfactory score and the average score for these 

men was 15.o. Here we have shown again that a poor emotional adjustment 

is at the basis of these men 1s failure to cope adequately with the sita

a.tion at hand. 

Using the criteria of 14.0 or above, for placing the men in an un

satisfactory emotional adjustment classification• we note that only three 

of the forty able veterans fall into this unsatisfactory class. For fue 

forty disabled veterans, ten are in t.'lis class. From this group of ten, 

we note further that six of them answered ''yes" to either questions two 

or four and that only one of the six thought that counseling had been of 

any assistance. By narrowing the scope of the study to these six men, 

perhaps we may arrive at the difficulties associated with the emotional 

maladjustment. 

The .first veteran in this classification draws a disability pension 

for a neuropsychintric diff:.culty. For this, he draws JO per cent 

disa:bili ty. When asked if he thought that counseling had been effective 

in his case he replied, "I didn't receive ha.~dly any counseling," and then, 

non the basis of the tests taken at the Veteran's Administration Guidance 



Center, I was advised to enter the scoool of Conmerce. Later, I looked 

at the tests myself and found out that of all schools, Conrnerce was the 

one for which I was least fitted." 

To the question, "Have you ever chan0ed schools?", he answered, "Yes, 

I changed because I figured that I was more suited and could r,.ake a better 

adjustment to the school of my choice than ·the one advised by the counselor." 

On the question three, which asks the veteran if he thinks that his 

particular disability affects his grades, this man answered in the affir

mative. He replied, ,.Yes, I have emotional. stress before and during 

examinations.", and "I am unable to concentrate for a long period of time." 

When asked if he had ever dropped from school he said, "Yes,". The 

writer then asked, "For what reason did you drop from school and the 

reply was, "Just a personal reason." 

The next veteran of this group of six to be interviewed also drew 

30 per cent disability for a neuropsychiatric difficulty. This mnn said 

counseling had not helped him simply because he had never been counseled. 

He had changed school but not while under Public La.w 16. He stated that 

his disability did not affect his grades but did not elucidate any on the 

matter. He also had fropped from school previously but, of course, was 

enrolled at present. 

It should be noted at this point, that when the questions were asked 

the -veteran, he could simply state his answer in one word. The writer made 

no attempt to probe into the reasons for the answers, because many o£ the 

veterans don't care to discuss their personal problems. However, if the 

person did discuss his answers, his replies were recorded.. 

The third man in this category has a neuropsychiatric disability for 

which he receives a 10 per cent pension. This veteran believes that the 
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guidance he was given has aided him. He has not changed schools but he 

had dropped from school once before. He also believes that his <lisaoili ty 

does affect his grades. 

'l"he fourth case under this classification also suffers from a 

neuropsychiatric disability for which he receives a 10 per cent dis

ability pension. 7ihen asked i.f counseling had been effective in his ease, 

he replied. "No, not very much, I thought it was just another routine 

procedure. The counselor hand.led me as if I were just another case." 

This man states further that he has changed school and is troubled with 

his disability as it cone ems his grades. To the question, "Have you ever 

dropped from school?", he replied, in the negative. 

The next veteran to be discussed under this head:ing suffers from an 

orthopedic impairment. For this he receives 90 per cent disability. This 

man did not care to discuss any of the questions beyond a mere "yes" or 

"no" reply. He states that counseling did not aid him. i'lhen asked if he 

changed school, dropped from school and if his disability affected his 

grades, he said simpJ.,y, "yes" and no more. 

The last man of these six also dra\YS 90 per cent disability for an 

orthopedic impairment. This veteran does not think the counseling he 

received was of any benefit. He had changed schools before. He does not 

think his disability affects his grades nor has he ever dropped from school. 

Of the total group of disabled veterans in this study~ these six men are 

by far the ones who should have been properly- counseled. 



CHAPTER V 

coriCLUSIONS 
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In the preceeding chapters of this thesis, we have acquainted. the 

reader with the problem at hand, introduced him to the subject veterans• 

presented an analysis 0£ the measures of adjustment employed, end the 

inter-correlations o! the results made by both able and disabled groups. 

From these results it was found that two significant !actors prevail. 

First, aside from the Eapected health difference there is a large diff'erence 

in enot.ionality. Second, it is the opinion of a large percent of the 

disabled veterans that they were rot counseled e.ffeet.iveq by the Veteran's 

Ad.ministration. 

To answer the question presented in emotional differences between the 

two groups, we may consider two hypothesis, 

'lhe first is that a poor heal th adjustment would lead to, or be 

followed by, a poor emotional adjustment. What facts may we rally to 

support this assumption? It may be possible that the disabilitq' ma:, pre

vent the veteran .from leading a norma1 social ille, hence withdrawal. 

However, in light of the discussion on social adjustment this seems hardq 

possible. Even if these men are trying to overcompensate for their dis

ability it would show itself on the social acale. The strongest point to 

DIBl'Bhall in tavor ot this hypothesis is that at the time or injury and 

during the period oi.' convalescence these men were under emotional strain. 

They- worried if they would be treated properly', and perhaps about their 

comrades whom thq luld left behind. In short, this injU17 produced a 

traumatic shock thereby ali~ring personality. The truth or this rests on 



on the assumption tha.t the Public Law 1.6 veteran underwent more emotional 

strain than did the able veteran and was thereby left somewhat emotionally 

malad,justed.. To this "e are quick to reply that the able veteran saw 

just as much actual. fighting and was under many of the same conditions 

as was the now disabled veteran. 

We re thus forced to formulate another hypothesis I that emotional 

diff'erences existed prior to the actual injury. That the inJt.u:y may have 

heightened this difference, goes without saying, but it remains our 

contention that thfs difference in emotional adjustment would even be 

prevalent without the injury. In the first place, it is well known to 

students of industrial psychology that emotionally maladjusted. persons 

are poor accident risks. Their minds are not on their tasks, hence they 

are more prone to have an accident than would be the cas,e with con

sciene'ious workers. This is not to say that the Public La 16 veteran 

deliverately placed himself in the line of fire, but that while preoccupied 

with thouehw other than fighting, home for instance, he was injured. 

Another point in favor of the second hypothesis, while pertaining 
l 

only to neuropsychiatric cases, comes from a study by John A. Doring. 

Doring states that a study of forty .five neuropsychiatric cases from the .. 
files of the Veterans Traveling Convalescent Clinic ranging in age between 

nineteen and forty, reveal seventy one per cent with a history of nervous 

symptoms prior to entrance into the service. Then later he says that many 

of these veterans come from unsatisfactory homes. In the same line or 
thought, Sadl.er tells us that some individuals are predisposed to accidents. 

l 
John A. Doring. "The Nervous Veteran; A Preliminary Study of Causes," 

Delaware Street Jledical Journal, 1946, 18, 117-120. 
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In these persons, the trauma tic shock is not the cause of the breakdownJ 

it is the result of a pre-existent nervous or mental state. 2 

With this evidence in mind, this author ·is inclined to favor the 

second hypothesis. While recognizing the fact that some of the Public 

Law 16 veterans undoubtedly did not consciously or unconsciously expose 

themselves to accidents, the point still remains th?t their combined scores 

reveal a significant difference. There seems to be a definite trend in the 

direction of poor emotional adjustment !or these Public Law 16 veterans. 

Turning our attention mw to the problem of counseling we note that 

of those Public Lmr l.6 students who changed or dropped from school, seventy-

nine per cent had either rejected or were indifferent to the guidance that 

they received. It would seem. to be the policy or the Veteran's Adminis-

tration Guidance Center to wait until the veteran is in serious trouble 

and then counsel him. Our question now is, if the Veteran's .Administration 

has at it's disposal many of the latest psychological tests !or diagnostic 

purpose, why have such a large percentage of the Public Law 16 students, 

who have supposedly been counseled, changed or dropped from school? We 

have no adequate answer to this question, but it appears on the surface 

that there 1s a lack of properl3 trained counselors in the Veteran's 

Administration Guidance Center. 

The purpose of counseling is not to wait until the students drop 

or change school, such a practice would only be corrective and not 

preventative as it should be. To quote >.rthur E. Traxlar, 

Ideally conceived, guidance enables each individual to under
stand his abilities and interests, to develop them as well as 

2sadler, w. s., Modern Psychology, P. 191. 
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possible, to relate them to life goals, and finally to reach 
a state of complete and nature sell-guidance as a desirable 
citizen of a democratic social order. Guidance is thus vitally 
related to every aspect of the school - the curriculum, the methods 
of instruction, the supervision or instruction, disciplinary pro
cedures, attendance, problems of scheduling the extra-curriculum, 
the heal th and physical. fitness program, and home and community 
relations. .3 

Has such a procedure been carried out throagh the Veteran's 

/idministration Guidance Center? Obvious13' not 1 

In regard to the six men whom we discussed at the end of the last 

chapter., it was noted that all of these men rriade an unsatisfactory 

emotional adjustment. It is a well known fact that such men are a great 

problem for the counselor. He must give these maladjusted men more of 

his time and at!;ention than other disabled men. But, as borne out by 

Bell in his studies, the most valuable asset of a good counselor is 

patience and understanding while listening to the maladjusted persons 

personal feelin!:s and conflicts. The intelligent counselor relieves the 

student of worry and makes the proper sui.;gestions to obtain for him a 

better understanding o.f his emotional life. 

It is the contention of this author that tlll:e Veteran's .Administration 

should spend more time and money to thoroughly study the problem or 

counseling the Public Law 16 Veteran. Certainq these men who bear the 

scars of World War II should be given ff!Very consider~tion in order to make 

their lives more happy and adjusted to pres€'..nt day society. 

3.Arthur E. Traxler, 'i'echniques .2f Guidance. P. J. 
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